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Abstract
The Advanced Accumulator (ACC) developed by MHI has a function of flow switching to
change flow rate automatically from large flow rate to small flow rate as the function for the
requirement on a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) event. The function is achieved by the
flow damper in the accumulator tank. For the purpose of understanding flow characteristics
and verification of performance for the ACC, “Full-Height 1/2 Scale Confirmation Test”,
which has full heights of the test tank and the standpipe, had been conducted (Ref.1)). In
large Reynolds number flow, little influence of viscous effects is anticipated, and measured
data indicates the same flow characteristics between 1/5 and 1/2 scale model tests
(Ref.1)). From the above mentioned reasons, the 1/1 scale ACC with larger Reynolds
number is reasonable to assume having the same characteristics as the 1/2-scale model.
Therefore, the characteristics can be used to evaluate 1/1 scale ACC.
However, since there is little detailed information measured in the vortex chamber of the
flow damper and near throat section in existing experiments, that may make it difficult to
show enough evidence about the validity of the extrapolation to 1/1 scale. To provide an
adequate explanation, a good understanding about the flow dynamics of the subject is
indispensable, especially flow inside the vortex chamber and the continuing piping (such
as throat, diffuser and injection piping), which may include cavitation phenomena.
Regarding the background mentioned above, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
analysis was applied to comprehend the flow structure and the cavitation phenomena in
the ACC, and to assist the explanation of the validness for the extrapolation from 1/2 to 1/1
scale model.
In this investigation, steady-state CFD analysis with cavitation model option was
conducted by using 1/2 scale model and 1/1 scale model to show the similarity of flow
structure and flow characteristic performance regarding flow rate coefficient between 1/2
and 1/1 scale size.
Below is the summary and conclusions about this report regarding the CFD analysis.
-

The CFD prediction is feasible for large and small characteristic evaluations. In 1/2
scale model analysis, the correlation between flow rate coefficient (Cv) and cavitation
factor ( σ v ) reasonably matched with the measured data.

-

The validity of the current evaluation approach (Ref.1), Ref.2)) for the ACC
performance, i.e. the extrapolation from scale model experiment and the characteristic
equations, is uncontradicted by scale effect obtained by CFD called CFD-Evaluated
Scale Effect due to comparison of the calculated data in 1/2 scale model and 1/1 scale
one, because CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect was shown to consist mainly of CFD
uncertainty.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI) Advanced Accumulator
(ACC) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis results. The purpose of this
document is to describe that the same phenomena of the ACC would occur between test
facility and actual scale tank. Review of this Technical Report should increase the
efficiency of the US-APWR Design Certification process and any subsequent Combined
Licenses (COL) which references the US-APWR Design.
The ACC is an accumulator tank with the flow damper that is partially filled with borated
water and is pressurized with nitrogen. It is attached to the primary system with a series of
check valves and an isolation valve and is aligned during operation to allow flow into the
primary coolant system if the primary system pressure drops below the pressure of the
accumulator. The ACC design combines the known advantages and extensive operating
experience of a conventional accumulator used for Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
mitigation in pressurized water reactors with the inherent reliability of a passive fluidic
device to achieve a desired reactor coolant injection flow profile without the need of any
moving parts. Incorporation of the ACC into the US-APWR design and LOCA mitigation
strategy simplifies a critically important safety system by integrating an inherently reliable
passive safety component into the conventional Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS).
This design improvement will allow the elimination of low head safety injection pumps, and
increase the amount of time available for the installed backup emergency power system to
actuate. It is expected that the use of ACCs rather than low head safety injection pumps in
the US-APWR design will reduce the net maintenance and testing workload at nuclear
facilities while maintaining a very high level of safety.
Topical Report “The Advanced Accumulator”, MUAP-07001 Revision 3 (Ref.1)), has been
submitted to describe the principles of operation of the ACC, the important design features,
and the extensive analysis and confirmatory testing program conducted. This Technical
Report describes CFD analysis results to support discussion of scalability in the Topical
Report.
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2.0 OBJECTIVE
2.1 Background
Currently, for the purpose of understanding flow characteristics and verification of
performance for the ACC, scale model tests excepting the heights of the test tank and the
standpipe had been conducted (Ref.1)). In large Reynolds number flow, little influence of
viscous effects is anticipated, and measured data indicates the same flow characteristics
between 1/5 and 1/2 scale model tests (Ref.1)). From the above mentioned reasons, the
1/1 scale ACC with larger Reynolds number is reasonable to assume having the same
characteristics as the 1/2-scale model.
However, since there is little detailed information measured in the vortex chamber of the
flow damper and near throat section in existing experiments, that may make it difficult to
show enough evidence about the validity of the extrapolation to 1/1 scale. To provide an
adequate explanation, a good understanding about the flow dynamics of the subject is
indispensable, especially flow inside the vortex chamber and the continuing piping (such
as throat, diffuser and injection piping), which may include cavitation phenomena.
2.2 Objective
With regards to the background mentioned above, a CFD analysis was applied to
comprehend the flow structure and the cavitation phenomena in the ACC, and to assist the
explanation of the validness for the extrapolation from 1/2 to 1/1 scale model.
In this investigation, CFD analysis with cavitation model option is conducted, using the 1/2
and 1/1 scale model. The calculated data is evaluated as the following.
-

To evaluate the flow behavior at quasi-steady-states for both small and large flow rate
conditions.

-

To evaluate the correlation between relevant parameters and its corresponding
measured data, in 1/2 scale model calculations.

-

To evaluate the significance of the CFD-evaluated Scale Effect by evaluating the
uncertainty in CFD and comparing this uncertainty with the difference in flow coefficient
results from the 1/2 and 1/1 scale CFD (i.e., CFD-evaluated Scale Effect)

-

To quantify the CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect including the uncertainty in CFD by
evaluating the difference in flow coefficient results from 1/2 and 1/1 scale CFD.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.
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3.0 CFD ANALYSIS
3.1 System Descriptions
Accumulator system is one of the subsystem of the ECCS. There are four accumulators,
one for each reactor coolant cold leg. The accumulators are vertically mounted cylindrical
tanks located outside each steam generator/reactor coolant pump cubicle. The
accumulators are passive devices. The accumulators are filled with boric acid water and
charged with nitrogen. The accumulators discharge water into the reactor cold leg when
the cold leg pressure falls below the accumulator pressure.
The accumulators incorporate internal passive flow dampers, which function to inject a
large flow to refill the reactor vessel in the first stage of injection, and then reduce the flow
as the accumulator water level drops. When the water level is above the top of the
standpipe, water enters the flow damper through both inlets at the top of the standpipe and
at the side of the flow damper, and injects water with a large flow rate. When the water
level drops below the top of the standpipe, the water enters the flow damper only through
the side inlet, and injects water with a relatively low flow rate.
The two series check valves in the supply line to the reactor cold leg are held closed by
the pressure differential between the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the accumulator
charge pressure (approximately 1,600 pounds per square inch differential (psid)). The
accumulator water level, boron concentration, and nitrogen charged pressure can all be
remotely adjusted during power operations. The accumulators are non-insulated and
assume thermal equilibrium with the containment normal operating temperature
(approximately 70 to 120°F).
The accumulators are charged nitrogen gas by a flow control valve in a common nitrogen
supply line. The failure of the flow control valve is accommodated by a safety valve set at
700 psig and having a (nitrogen) flow capacity of 90,000 ft3 per hour. Likewise, each
accumulator is equipped with a safety valve set at 700 psig and (nitrogen) flow capacity of
90,000 ft3 per hour, which provides a margin from the normal operating pressure (640
psig), yet precludes overcharging by the associated safety injection pump.
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3.2 Analysis Models
Analyses were conducted using a general-purpose thermal-hydraulics simulation software
package, FLUENT. Characteristics of the flow in this simulation are strong swirl flow in the
small flow condition and nozzle flow with cavitation in the large flow condition. Therefore,
the FLUENT Ver. 12 code was used, which includes a two-phase model and cavitation
model (Ref.9)) to evaluate cavitation and can also analyze strong swirl flow.
Two separate analysis models were employed for the two different flow injection conditions,
i.e. large flow injection condition and small flow injection condition, in order to increase
computation efficiency. It would be possible to calculate the two different flow conditions
with the same model. However, the flow phenomena and regions of interest differ
between the two flow conditions (i.e., cavitation at nozzle throat for large flow and swirling
flow in the vortex chamber for small flow). Therefore, use of the same model would result
in unnecessary regions and increased calculation time and costs. This two model
development is intended to reduce the overall number of mesh elements and calculation
load by focusing on the area of interest for each flow condition.
These CFD analysis models were developed based on the “NEA/SCNI/R(2007)5 Best
Practice Guidelines for the Use of CFD in Nuclear Reactor Safety Applications” (Ref.5)),
the “Journal of Fluid Engineering Editorial Policy Statement on the Control of Numerical
Accuracy” (Ref.7)) and the “Procedure for Estimation and Reporting of Uncertainty Due to
Discretization in CFD Applications” (Ref.6)). These guidance documents recommend
verification of the following analysis modeling items, which are discussed in the following
sections:
•

“Proper Geometrical Modeling” (Sec.3.2.1)

•

“Discretization and its error estimation” (Sec.3.2.2)

•

“Selection of Appropriate Physics Modeling for the purpose” (Sec.3.2.3)

3.2.1 Geometrical Modeling
Figures 3.2-1 and 3.2-2 show analysis models for each flow injection case.
(1) For Large Flow Injection
1.

The model consists of ACC tank (its height is extended to the water level), a
standpipe (including an anti-vortex cap), an anti-vortex plate, a vortex chamber, an
outlet nozzle and an injection pipe (to the pressure measurement point), which
activate when water level is at large injection. (See note1)

2.

The inner configuration of the flow damper is precisely modeled.

3.

The thickness of casing is neglected, such as vortex chamber casing, ducting
casing etc.

4.

The tank water level is changed for each analysis condition because the tank water
level changes as a function of time throughout the injection.
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(note1) Water level is set at stationary for steady state analysis.

(2) For Small Flow Injection
1.

The model mainly consists of ACC tank (its height is extended to the water level), a
lower part of the standpipe, an anti-vortex plate, a vortex chamber, an outlet nozzle
and an injection pipe (to the pressure measurement point), which activate when
water level is at small injection. (See note2)

2.

The inner configuration of the flow damper is precisely modeled.

3.

The thickness of casing is neglected, such as vortex chamber casing, ducting
casing etc.

4.

The water levels in the tank and the standpipe are changed for each analysis
condition because the water levels change as a function of time throughout the
injection.

(note2) The boundary conditions give flow-rate at the inlet of the small flow pipe and standpipe,
and pressure at the exit of the injection pipe.

(3) Modeling of 1/2 and 1/1 Scale Model
1.

CFD-evaluated scaling effects are estimated by comparing the predicted results in
flow rate coefficients of 1/2 scale model and 1/1 scale model.

2.

1/1 model dimensions were precisely doubled from the 1/2 scale model dimensions,
except the standpipe height.

3.

For both the 1/2 and 1/1 CFD models, the water levels in the tank and the
standpipe are set at the same level for each analysis case.
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Tank

Anti-Vortex Cap
Standpipe
Injection Pipe
Flow
Damper
Overall View
Outlet Nozzle
Vortex Chamber
Anti-Vortex Plate
Small Flow Pipe
Flow Damper Detail
(a) Analysis Model for Large Flow
Tank

Standpipe
Injection Pipe

Outlet Nozzle

Flow
Damper

Vortex Chamber
Overall View

Anti-Vortex Plate
Small Flow Pipe
Flow Damper Detail
(b) Analysis Model for Small Flow

Figure 3.2-1 Analysis Models for 1/1 Scale
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Tank
Anti-Vortex Cap
Standpipe
Injection Pipe

Outlet Nozzle

Flow
Damper

Vortex Chamber
Overall View
Anti-Vortex Plate
Small Flow Pipe
Flow Damper Detail
(a) Analysis Model for Large Flow
Tank
Standpipe
Injection Pipe

Injection Pipe

Flow
Damper

Vortex Chamber
Overall View

Anti-Vortex Plate
Small Flow Pipe
Flow Damper Detail
(b) Analysis Model for Small Flow

Figure 3.2-2 Analysis Models for 1/2 Scale
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3.2.2 Mesh Configuration
Figure3.2-3 and 3.2-4 show mesh configurations in the vortex chamber and Outlet nozzle.
The number of mesh elements for each model is also shown in Figure 3.2-3 and 3.2-4.
For small flow injection, the swirling flow in the vortex chamber must be stronger than the
flow for large flow injection. So finer mesh configuration is employed near the wall region
to properly resolve the boundary layer.
As to the consideration for scaling, mesh configuration is set as follows.
Step1) The mesh configuration of the 1/2 scale model is set as baseline.
Step2) [
]
Step3) [
]
To make the Y+ value less than 300, the mesh thicknesses at the near-wall
region are set as follows:
(1) For the large flow condition, the mesh thickness is set so that Y+ becomes
approximately 300 on the wall at the throat where the maximum velocity
occurs (See Appendix-G).
(2) For the small flow condition, the mesh thickness is set so that Y+ becomes
approximately 70 on the inside walls of the vortex chamber(See Appendix-G).
Additionally, the meshes around the center of vortex chamber are set to be especially
[
]
To estimate the numerical uncertainty due to discretization and evaluate the most probable
calculation results, the “Grid Convergence Index (GCI)” is introduced in accordance with
the NEA/SCNI/R(2007)5 standard (Ref.5)). The GCI procedure is performed as directed
by the “Procedure for Estimation and Reporting of Uncertainty Due to Discretization in
CFD Applications” (Ref.6)). Three different levels of mesh coarseness (i.e., coarse, normal,
fine) are developed to estimate the uncertainty of the analysis result due to discretization
error by following the GCI calculation method.
By the application of GCI, the following items have been achieved.
-

Development of a sufficiently fine mesh analysis model, which can properly evaluate
the targeted phenomena.

-

Estimation of the numerical uncertainty in the model resulting from discretization error.
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The finest mesh models are used for the calculation of the CFD-Evaluated Scale Effects,
which are shown in Figure3.2-3, 3.2-4. The other mesh models and the procedure for
calculating GCI are shown in Appendix-A.
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Figure 3.2-3 Mesh Configurations of Vortex Chamber for 1/2 and 1/1 Scale Model for
Large Flow
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Figure 3.2-4 Mesh Configurations of Vortex Chamber for 1/2 and 1/1 Scale Model for
Small Flow
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3.2.3 Specification of the CFD Analysis
The CFD analysis was conducted and summarized on the following specification.
- CFD Software:

Fluent Ver. 12.0 (See 3.2.3(1))
(A commercial CFD package developed by ANSYS, Inc.)

- Time Dependence:

Steady-State Calculation for Large flow
Unsteady-State Calculation for small flow (See 3.2.3(2))

- Type of Fluid:

Incompressible Viscous Fluid

- Turbulence Model:

RSM (See 3.2.3(3))

- Near-Wall Treatment:

[

- Multiphase Model:

[

] (See 3.2.3(5))

- Cavitation Model:

[

] (See 3.2.3(8))

] (See 3.2.3(4))

- Spatial Discretization:
a) Momentum Equation:

[

b) Pressure Term:

[

] (See 3.2.3(6))
] (See 3.2.3(7))

c) Turbulence Source Terms: [

] (See 3.2.3(6))

- Gravity:

Gravity is considered and Operating Density is zero
to evaluate occurrence of cavitaiton.

- Other:

No Modeling for evolution of Dissolved Nitrogen Gas

Details of the selection of specification are described as follows.
(1) CFD Software
Fluent Ver. 12.0 which includes three cavitation models is used instead of Ver.6.3 reported
in rev.0 of this technical report so that cavitation models can be compared.
(2) Time Dependence
[
]
(3) Turbulence Model
The Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) is a turbulence model which has greater potential to
give accurate predictions for complex flows where swirl, rotation, and rapid directional
changes are dominating, compared with other models such as one-equation and twoequation models. The RSM solves transport equations for the Reynolds stresses and the
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dissipation rate, abandoning the isotropic eddy-viscosity hypothesis (Ref. 3)). [

]
(4) Near-Wall Treatment
[
]
(5) Multiphase Model
[

]
(6) Spatial Discretization of Momentum Equation and Turbulence Source Terms
[

]
(7) Spatial Discretization of Pressure Term
[
]
(8) Cavitation Model
[
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]
3.3 Test Case for Analysis
Among seven test cases using 1/2 scale test tank, test Case3 and 6 were selected for
CFD analysis conditions to cover cavitation factor in wide range (Ref.1)).
Test case 3 is the case in which the test tank has the highest initial pressure among all the
test cases in order to acquire the data for high pressure designing, covering the range of
small cavitation factors. The exhaust tank pressure was [ ] psig ([
] MPa (gauge)) to
simulate containment inner pressure following the blowdown phase during a large LOCA.
Test case 6 has the small pressure difference between test tank and exhaust tank in order
to collect the data at large cavitation factor, covering the range of large cavitation factors.
Three or four time points are selected for each test case in order to cover the initial stage,
middle stage(s), and the end stage.
Consequently, a total of 26 calculation points are analyzed for 1/2 scale and 1/1 scale.
Test conditions and analysis time periods for test case 3 and 6 are shown in Table 3.3-1.
Figure 3.3-1 shows these calculation points plotted on the 1/2 test result.
The test cases shown in Table 3.3-2 were used as the typical condition in the GCI
evaluation described in Section 3.5.3. The earliest time point and the latest time point for
each flow condition were used from each test case.
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Table 3.3-1 Test Cases and Time Points for Calculation

Table 3.3-2 Test Cases for GCI
Test Case

Calculated points for
large flow injection

Calculated point for small
flow injection

Case 3

5, 34 sec

43, 125 sec

Case 6

5, 50 sec

82, 290 sec
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Figure 3.3-1 Calculation Points on Flow Characteristics of Flow Damper
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3.4 Boundary Conditions
Table 3.4-1 shows the boundary conditions for this CFD investigation.
Basically, the measured data obtained from 1/2 scale test were applied for analysis
models, i.e. tank pressure, tank outlet pressure, tank water level, standpipe water level.
Total flow rate was calculated from the time series variation of tank water-level. Only some
corrections and modifications are considered as needed for each model. For a physical
reason, pressure boundaries were corrected to adjust pressure difference between 1/2
and 1/1 scale model (See note1 and note2). In small flow injection case, for reasons of
numerical calculation, flow rate were used for the inlet boundary condition instead of
pressure boundary. This is because of the mass balance instability in pressure boundary
condition cases (See note2). In contrast, flow rate boundary cases gave stable results.
These adjustments on boundary condition contribute to obtain reasonable results for
evaluation of scale effects. (See Appendix-D)
For Large Flow Injection Case:
-

Inlet Boundary Condition: Tank Pressure (See note1)

-

Outlet Boundary Condition: Tank Outlet Pressure (See note2)

For Small Flow Injection Case:
-

Inlet Boundary Condition:
> Standpipe: Inlet Flow Rate (obtained by the time series variation of standpipe
water-level. See Appendix-D)
> Small flow pipe: Inlet Flow Rate (See Appendix-D)

-

Outlet Boundary Condition: Tank Outlet Pressure (See note2)

(note1)

The analysis models consider the time series variation of tank water-level and the
gravitational effect.
For the large flow 1/2 scale model analysis, pressure boundaries are applied at the inlet
and outlet boundaries, and are set to the same pressure as the measured results. For the
large flow 1/1 scale model analysis, the injection pipe elevation is 2 times higher than that
of the 1/2 scale model, but the tank water-level is at the same elevation as that of 1/2 scale
model. Therefore, the difference between tank water-level and the height at the exit of
injection pipe of 1/1 scale model is smaller than that of 1/2 scale model.
Therefore, Inlet pressure is corrected as follows to provide the same driving force
conditions and same cavitaion factor (See Eq. (5-4) in Ref.1)):

Pin1 / 1 = Pin1 / 2 + ρg ( H out1 / 1 − H out1 / 2 )
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Where,

Pin1 / 1

: Inlet pressure of 1/1 scale model

Pin1 / 2 : Inlet pressure of 1/1 scale model (measured pressure)
H out1 / 1 : The height at the exit of injection pipe of 1/1 scale model
H out1 / 2 : The height at the exit of injection pipe of 1/2 scale model

ρ
g

: Density of water
: Acceleration of gravity

(note2)

The measured data obtained from 1/2 scale test were applied for the pressure condition at
the exit of injection pipe.
Reference Pressure and Temperature for Fluid Properties Calculation (Such as viscosity,
density, and saturated pressure etc.)
-

Temperature : The measured data shown in Table 3.4-1 (Constant value)

-

Pressure

: Sum of the following pressure values
1) Corrected pressure (gauge pressure)
2) Atmospheric pressure (Reference pressure)
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Table 3.4-1 Boundary Condition Data for Calculation
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3.5 Analysis Results
First, the applicability of CFD to the ACC is evaluated. Then CFD is used to evaluate scale
effect between 1/2 and 1/1 scale model.
3.5.1 Applicability of CFD to ACC
The applicability of CFD to the ACC is assessed by comparison of the results of the 1/2
scale test and its analysis such as flow structure and Cv value.
(1) Flow structure of 1/2 scale model
Flow structures of stream lines and flow vector obtained by CFD are compared with the
1/5 scale visualized test (Ref.1)) on the vortex chamber shown in Figure 3.5-1,3.5-3 and
Appendices E,F. The chosen CFD case is comparatively similar to the test case shown in
the figure. Additional details for the flow structure are given in bellow.
As shown in Figure 3.5-2 a), in the large flow condition, the CFD results show that the flow
from the standpipe and small flow pipe joins together at the meeting point and the
confluent flow flows out to the outlet nozzle without a strong vortex, which is similar to the
flow structure of the test. Therefore, the main flow flows to the nozzle forming the Ushaped flow from the standpipe to the nozzle. This induces some flow separation at the
inlet of nozzle from the vortex chamber, but the separation does not continue to the throat
due to the throttling effect of the nozzle as shown in Figure E-1(b)~6(b) in Appendix-E. The
pressure loss at this region is not significant because the throttling effect prevents
significant flow separation. There are two permanent vortices in the vortex chamber as the
flow reaches the far side of the chamber and returns to the nozzle outlet, shown in Figure
3.5-1. However, these vortices act as “rollers” to guide the main flow to the nozzle and do
not develop large pressure losses. These permanent vortices differ from the strong vortex
during the small flow phase described below. The flow velocity is accelerated from the
nozzle inlet to the nozzle throat in the flow nozzle, due to the reduction of the flow area,
and reaches the maximum at the throat. The static pressure decreases due to high
velocity at the near-wall of the diffuser downstream of the throat, and this causes cavitation.
Thus, the large pressure loss is developed at the diffuser downstream of the throat.
As shown in Figure 3.5-2 b), in the small flow condition, the CFD results show that the flow
from the small flow pipe flows out to the outlet nozzle with a vortex in the vortex chamber,
which is also similar to the flow structure of the tests. In this vortex, a rigid vortex the same
diameter as the throat is formed, and a large pressure loss is developed in this region due
to the viscosity. However, as shown in figure 3.5-3, the pressure distribution at the center
of the vortex shows that the static pressure is still much higher than the vapor pressure,
and that cavitation does not occur. This can be found in void fraction distribution figure 3.54 and hand calculation results in Appendix-J. In addition, Centrifugal force increases
pressure at the outer diameter of the vortex chamber and decreases pressure at the
center of the vortex chamber. Viscosity reduces flow circulation in the boundary layers at
the top and bottom faces of the chamber. These effects do not prevent radial flow at the
boundary layers. Pressure recovers in the diffuser as the flow expands and allows reverse
flow along the axis of the diffuser. This reverse flow exist in the vortex chamber, the outlet
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nozzle and injection pipe. However as shown in Figure 3.5-5, the start point of reverse flow
is on the position of about [
] downstream from the outlet of the bent and back-flow
does not arise on the exit boundary.
Therefore, since it is confirmed that the flow structure in flow damper of 1/2 scale model
analysis is very similar to the one of the visualized 1/5 scale model test, the CFD could be
applied to the evaluation of scale effect.
(2) Relationship between flow rate coefficient and cavitation factor
The relationship between flow rate coefficient (Cv) and cavitation factor ( σ v ) of the CFD
and test result is shown in Figure 3.5-6. The characteristic equations obtained by the test
results themselves include the width of the uncertainty of the tests regarding instrumental
uncertainty and dispersion deviation as double standard deviation (Ref.2)). The width is
shown by broken line in Figure 3.5-6. The details of comparison error between test and
CFD are described in Appendix-B2, K for large flow and Appendix-B2 for small flow.
In the large flow condition, the CFD results agree with the test results regarding tendency
of flow rate coefficient with cavitation factor, that is to say, the flow rate coefficient
decreases as the cavitation factor decreases.
In the small flow condition, the CFD results agree with the test results regarding the
tendency of flow rate coefficient with cavitation fa ctor which means flow rate coefficient is
almost constant in the wide range of cavitation factor.
In addition, it seems that the flow rate coefficient of CFD results is almost within the width
of instrumental uncertainty and dispersion deviation of test data under both flow rate
conditions.
Therefore, the CFD is acceptable to evaluate the scale effect between 1/2 and 1/1 scale
models of the ACC using flow structure and Cv value on 1/2 scale model.
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(3) CFD validation
As described above, the occurrence of cavitation for the large flow and fluid pattern such
as the vortex forming for the small in this simulation can be predicted by the CFD. In
addition, the relation of the flow rate coefficient and the cavitation coefficient can also be
predicted by the CFD. The CFD result coincides generally with the model test result,
although a small difference can be observed. However, the CFD analyzes the governing
equation numerically and can evaluate the scale effects in principle. In addition, the
physical models are developed by fitting to various experimental data and direct simulation
data, and can also evaluate the scale effects. Detailed discussion with additional
calculations to show the applicability of the adopted turbulence model and cavitation model
are described in Appendices B1,B2, B3 and C, respectively. .
Therefore, the difference between the CFD result and the model test result can be
considered as potential uncertainty of the CFD resulting from both the grid dependency
and the turbulence model generalizations. The turbulence model was developed
empirically as a best-fit for many flow applications and not specifically for the ACC flow
application. However, the turbulence model can be fitted to the ACC phenomena by tuning
the empirical constants and can evaluate the scale effects due to the turbulence model
generalizations. That is, the scale effects can be evaluated using the CFD results of 1/2
and 1/1 scale model considering these uncertainties. This is discussed further in
Appendices B1, B2 and B3, which show that the scale effects can be evaluated even with
the turbulent model error.
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Figure 3.5-1(b) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Small Flow)

Figure 3.5-1(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Large Flow)
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Figure 3.5-2 General flow structure
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Figure 3.5-3 Static Pressure distribution (Small flow – Fine mesh, Case 3, 43sec)
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Figure 3.5-4 Void fraction distribution (Small flow – Fine mesh, Case 3, 43sec)
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Figure 3.5-5 Reverse Flow Confirmation
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Figure 3.5-6 Comparison between Test Results and
Calculation Results for Flow Rate Coefficient

(note)
The calculation results employed in this graph are all the finest grid solutions.
(See Appendix-A, Table A-1)
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3.5.2 Evaluation of Scale Effect Due to CFD
The scale effect is evaluated by comparison of the CFD results between 1/2 and 1/1 scale
model such as flow structure and Cv value.
(1) Comparison of flow structure
The compared results of CFD of the 1/2 and 1/1 scale models are shown in Figure 3.5-7
(Case 3 Large Flow 5sec) and Figure 3.5-8(Case 3 Small Flow 43sec) about flow structure.
The flow structures of the other cases are summarized appendix-E, F.
The CFD results of flow structures in both large and small flow conditions for 1/1 scale
model is very similar to that of the 1/2 scale model regarding static pressure, flow vector
and void fraction as follows.
Large flow injection
The flow from the standpipe and the small flow pipe joins together at meeting point and
the confluent flow flows out to the outlet nozzle without strong vortex in both scale model.
Both scale models show cavitation downstream of the throat and similar void distribution.
Therefore, the CFD fluid patterns in the large flow condition show the same results
including the occurrence of cavitation.
Small flow injection
A strong vortex occurs in the vortex chamber.
However, both scale models do not show cavitation at the center of vortex caused by
the static pressure drop as discussed in Appendix-J.
For small flow injection, flow rate boundary condition is applied at the inlet. This causes
a difference in the tank inlet pressure between 1/2 scale test and CFD result. CFDcalculated pressure at inlet is larger than test value. In order to evaluate the impact on
cavitation occurrence, the flow rate at inlet boundary is reduced until CFD-calculated
tank inlet pressure matches the test value to confirm that no cavitation occurs under
these conditions. Under this condition, there is no cavitation (See Appendix-I).
Therefore, it is concluded that the flow structure of CFD results are almost same to each
other between 1/2 and 1/1 scale model.
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(2) Comparison of relationship between flow rate coefficient and cavitation factor
In both large and small flow conditions, the Flow Rate Coefficients agree between 1/1
scale model and 1/2 scale model, as shown in figure 3.5-9.
Small Flow CFD employs a flow inlet boundary condition for solution stability. Differences
in the cavitation factors for small flow are caused by differences in the calculated inlet
pressure.
The scale effect is evaluated by Figure 3.5-10 with the abscissa of scale and the ordinate
of Cv value. The figure shows that scale effects of Cv seems to be negligible. The scale
effect obtained by CFD called CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect between 1/2 and 1/1 scale are
describe d in section 3.5.3 in detail.
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Figure 3.5-7(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 3 Large Flow 5sec)
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Figure 3.5-7(b) Flow Structure in Outlet Nozzle (Case 3 Large Flow 5sec)
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Figure 3.5-8(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 3 Small Flow 43sec)
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Figure 3.5-8(b) Flow Structure in Outlet Nozzle (Case 3 Small Flow 43sec)
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Figure 3.5-9 Comparison between 1/2 and 1/1 Scale of CFD Result
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Figure 3.5-10(a) Relationship between Flow Rate
Coefficient and Scale (Large Flow)

Figure 3.5-10(b) Relationship between Flow Rate
Coefficient and Scale (Small Flow)
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3.5.3 Evaluation of Scale Effect between 1/2 and 1/1 scale
(1) Outline
The scale effect and its uncertainties obtained from the difference of CFD results between
1/2 scale and 1/1 scale are referred to as the “CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect” and are shown
in this section.
(2) Scale Effect and uncertainty
Possible scale effects between 1/2 and 1/1 scale are quantified from CFD results for 1/2and 1/1-scale ACCs.
CFD-Evaluated Scale Effects between 1/2 and 1/1 scale are considered to be represented
by an average of the calculated values and an uncertainty (i.e., dispersion) related to the
calculated values. The average value is considered to be bias error. The uncertainty in the
mean value (bias error), can arise from two sources:
•

Dispersion of the mean (uSD) from the calculated scale effect values at each
analyzed test case / time point.

•

Propagation of uncertainty (umesh) in each calculated scale effect value from the
numerical uncertainty in each 1/2-scale and 1/1-scale result.

Therefore, the CFD-Evaluated Scale Effects are defined by the following expressions.
CFD-Evaluated Scale Effects ≈ (Cv1/1 - Cv1/2)/ Cv1/2

Eq. 3.5.3-1

→ δCvscale ± uscale
(statistical representation)
δCvscale

: CFD-Evaluated scale effects estimated from CFD results
(CFD-Evaluated scale effects is treated as an average, because
Cv1/1 and Cv1/2 have a numeric error margin respectively.)

uscale

: Uncertainty included in estimated CFD-Evaluated scale effects

[

]

Eq. 3.5.3-2

uscale is calculated by the square root sum of squares as defined by the following
expressions.
uscale2

=uSD2 + umesh2
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=CT,95(n) /1.96 x S.D.

Eq. 3.5.3-4

(1xσ from two-sided 95% probability)
(Considers two-sided 95% probability, based on limited
number of results)
umesh

=Evaluated by GCI (Grid Convergence Index)
(The expression is described later.)

uSD

: Uncertainty due to deviation from bias

umesh

: Uncertainty due to spatial discretization approximation for CFD
calculations(GCI)

M.V.

: Mean value of differences between 1/2- and 1/1-scale CFD

S.D.

: Standard deviation of differences between 1/2- and 1/1-scale CFD

N

: Number of data pairs (1/2 and 1/1-scale CFD cases)

CT,95(n)

: Factors for tolerance interval to contain at least 95% of population
(Table 3.5-1) (According to the “Test Uncertainty” (Ref.16))
The validity evaluation of using CT,95(n) is described in Appendix-H.

Cv1/1,i

: Flow rate coefficient in case i obtained by CFD for 1/1-scale ACC

Cv1/2,i

: Flow rate coefficient in case i obtained by CFD for 1/2-scale ACC

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.
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Table 3.5-1 Factors for Calculating the Two-Sided 95% Probability Intervals for
A Normal Distribution (Ref.16))
Number of
Given
Observations
n
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
20
25
30
40
60
∞

Factors for Tolerance Interval
to Contain at Least 95% of the
Population
CＴ,95(n)
6.37
5.08
4.41
4.01
3.73
3.53
3.38
3.26
3.16
2.95
2.75
2.63
2.55
2.45
2.33
1.96

(3) GCI Uncertainty
According to the “ASME V&V 20-2009” (Ref.8)), GCI can be understood as,
-

Uncertainty of the solutions derived from discretized equations by numerical analytical
approach.

-

Its uncertainty is at 95% confidence level, and that is compatible with the 1.96 sigma
range for a Gaussian distribution.

On page 11 of ASME V&V 20-2009, it states,
“uncertainty estimate U x % is intended to provides a statement that the interval f ± U x %
(f is numerical solution) characterizes a range within which the true (mathematical) value
of f t falls, with probability of x%.”
This statement apparently indicates U x % is a random error.
Also on page 12 of ASME V&V 20-2009, it states,
“The GCI is an estimated 95% uncertainty obtained by multiplying the absolute value of
the (generalized) RE error estimate (or any other ordered error estimator) by an
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empirically determined factor of safety, Fs. The Fs is intended to convert an ordered
error estimate into a 95% uncertainty estimate.”
This statement supports GCI is “uncertainty” and its confidence level is 95%.
-

Numerical uncertainty (umesh) is evaluated using GCI, which is defined as a ~95%
confidence interval for the numerical error.

-

For the purpose of combining with other uncertainties (i.e., coverage factors for
converting expanded uncertainty to standard uncertainty), the GCI is assumed to be a
normal Gaussian distribution (i.e., 95% coverage = 1.96σ).

-

Numerical uncertainty (umesh) in the calculation of the CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect is
estimated by the error propagation of the GCI (divided by 1.96 to give an equivalent
1σ) for each scale in Eq. 3.5.3-1.

-

For simplicity, the average value of the GCI (∑GCI /( NGCI)) for each scale is used.
NGCI： The number of calculations of GCI
umesh is defined by the following expressions.
[
[

]

Eq. 3.5.3-5

]

(4) Results
The evaluated scale effect is shown in Tables 3.5-2 and 3.5-3. The results for the large
and small flows are [
] % and [
] %, respectively.
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Table 3.5-2 Uncertainties in ACC Flow Model (Large Flow)

Table 3.5-3 Uncertainties in ACC Flow Model (Small Flow)
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uscale for the small flow is relatively large compared to that for the large flow, due to the
relatively larger GCI values in the CFD results for the small flow. The reason of the larger
GCI is regarded with for a necessity of higher grid resolution for the complicated flow field
in the vortex behavior occurring under the small flow. In the small flow, the velocity
gradient is stronger than that in the large flow as shown in Figures 3.5-7 and 3.5-8. The
complicated flow field requires more grid resolution to capture the flow behavior accurately.
However, it is judged that the current CFD results including the small flow cases are
acceptable in evaluating the scale effect, since the numerical uncertainty even for the
small flow is comparably small as the uncertainties due to the instrumentation and
experimental dispersion described in Reference 1.
As discussed in Appendices B1, B2, B3, and C, the primary models in CFD possess an
ability to evaluate the scale effect in the hydraulic behaviors dominating the accumulator
flow rate. Although the numerical uncertainty is relatively larger, in particular for the small
flow, the present CFD analysis fully demonstrated that the scale effect in the accumulator
flow rate is negligibly small.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The topical report (Ref. 1)) discussed the similarity between 1/2 and 1/1 scale model tests
of ACC, and the scale effect on characteristic equation using the similarity law and the
evaluation of dimensionless numbers, concluding that the scale effect is negligible.
This technical report describes the similarity of flows in 1/2 and 1/1 scale model using CFD
to support the validity of the results described in the topical report, and also to provide
quantitative evaluations for the scale effect on the characteristic equation using CFD, that
is, the “CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect.”
Steady-state CFD calculations with cavitation model implemented on FLUENT were
conducted for the 1/2 and 1/1 scale ACCs in accordance with the Best Practice Guideline
for CFD (Ref.5)).
Conditions of the CFD calculation include both large and small flow injections with a wide
range of cavitation factor.
Conclusions of the CFD results and the evaluations are shown below:
-

-

Simulated flow structure in the flow damper of the 1/2-scale ACC analysis is very
similar to that visualized in the 1/5 scale ACC experimental test.
The CFD prediction is feasible for large and small flow evaluations. In 1/2-scale ACC
analysis, the correlation between Cv and σ v reasonably matched with the measured
data, showing the CFD applicability to estimate the “CFD-Evaluated Scale Effect” of
the ACC
CFD calculations provided a good similarity for the flow structure in the flow damper
and in the injection piping between the 1/2 and 1/1 scale ACCs.
The scale effect in the characteristic equations is also quantified by evaluating the
CFD calculation results both for the 1/2- and 1/1-scale ACC, which showed that the
scale effect is small enough compared with the experimental uncertainties.
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Appendix-A
Calculation of GCI
To estimate the spatial discretization errors in CFD, Roache introduced the Grid
Convergence Index (GCI, Ref.4)).
GCI is calculated as shown in the following steps (Ref.5) – Ref.8), Ref.15)).
Step 1.
Define a representative cell, mesh or grid size h . For three dimensional calculations,

⎡1
h=⎢
⎣N

(ΔVi )⎤⎥
∑
i =1
⎦
N

1/ 3

Eq. A1

where

ΔVi is the volume and N is the total number of cells used for the computations.
Step 2.
Select three significantly different sets of grid, and run simulations to determine the value
of key variables important to the objective of the simulation study ( φ ).
It is recommended that the grid refinement factor, r = hcoarse / h fine , be greater than
1.1(Ref.4)). This value of 1.1 is based on experience, and not on formal derivation.
Step 3.
Let h1 < h2 < h3 and r21 = h2 / h1 , r32 = h3 / h2 , and calculate the apparent order, p , of the
method using the expression,

p=

1
ln ε 32 / ε 21 + q( p ) ,
ln (r21 )

Eq. A2

⎛ r21 p − s ⎞
⎟
q( p ) = ln⎜⎜ p
⎟
⎝ r32 − s ⎠ ,

Eq. A3

s = 1 ⋅ sign (ε 32 / ε 21 )

Eq. A4

where

ε 32 = φ3 − φ 2 , ε 21 = φ 2 − φ1 , φ k denoting the solution on the kth grid.
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Here, parameter “s (Eq.A4)” is the indicator of “Oscillatory Convergence”. If “s = 1”, that
means the grid convergence under consideration is monotonic. On the other hand, if “s =
-1”, that means the grid convergence is oscillatory. By considering “s” in Eq.A3, this
calculation procedure provides GCI even if the grid convergence under consideration has
oscillatory convergence characteristics.
Step 4.
Calculate the extrapolated values from

(

)(

)

p
p
21
φ ext
= r21 φ1 − φ 2 / r21 − 1 .

Eq. A5

Step 5.
Calculate and report the following error estimates, along with the apparent order of p :
Approximate relative error:

ea21 =

φ1 − φ 2
φ1

Eq. A6

Extrapolated relative error:

21
=
eext

21
φ ext
− φ1
21
φext

Eq. A7

The fine-grid convergence index:

21
GCI fine
=

Fs ⋅ ea21
p

r21 − 1

Eq. A8

The guideline for the selection of “ Fs ” (Ref.15)) is as follows:
For Fs , Roache suggests two values depending on the number of grids used and on the
relation of the apparent (observed) and formal order of accuracy:
- Fs

= 1.25 if the order of accuracy is calculated from solutions on three grids and this
observed order matches the formal one.
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= 3 if only two grids are used, i.e. the observed order is assumed to match the
formal one, or if three grids are used but the observed and formal order do not
match.

By following the steps shown above, GCI values are calculated. Here, the variable to be
evaluated ( φ ) is flow rate coefficient Cv, and Tank pressure Pg.
Figure A-1 to A-3 show the series of grids which are used for the GCI evaluations for the
ACC.
Table A-1 and A-2 show the GCI calculation procedure for Cv and its evaluation results for
1/2 scale and 1/1 scale, respectively. Similarly, Table A-3 and A-4 are for Pg, however on
only some of Small Flow Condition cases (CASE3-43sec, and CASE6-82sec).
Figure A-4 and A-5 show the representative grid convergence trend curve (Cv and Pg) for
1/2 scale and 1/1 scale, respectively.
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Figure A-1 CFD Mesh Strictures (Fine Mesh)

Figure A-2 CFD Mesh Strictures (Normal Mesh)
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Figure A-3 CFD Mesh Strictures (Coarse Mesh)
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Table A-1 Calculation Procedure of GCI for 1/2 Scale Model CFD
( φ = Flow Rate Coefficient Cv)

Table A-2 Calculation Procedure of GCI for 1/1 Scale Model CFD
( φ = Flow Rate Coefficient Cv)

In regard to the observed p values, the calculation results show the relatively higher order
of convergence than the expected theoretical value of approximately 2 or lower value (due
to the 2nd order and 1st order accurate scheme in these calculations). The discretization
errors are highly grid dependent, and the grid refinement ratio “r” applied in these
calculations is not fine enough to resolve the grid convergence trend curve. However,
since grid convergence proceeds so quickly (i.e. observed p is large), the final fine-mesh
values are sufficiently converged to reduce discretization error and the larger Fs value (i.e.
3) is employed conservatively.
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Table A-3 Calculation Procedure of GCI for 1/2 Scale Model CFD
( φ = Tank Inlet Pressure Pg [Mpa, abs])

Table A-4 Calculation Procedure of GCI for 1/1 Scale Model CFD
( φ = Tank Inlet Pressure Pg [Mpa, abs])
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Figure A-4 Representative Grid Convergence Trend Curve
for Cv (Flow Rate Coefficient) and Pg (Tank Pressure)
with 1/2-Scale Model
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Figure A-5 Representative Grid Convergence Trend Curve
for Cv (Flow Rate Coefficient) and Pg (Tank Pressure)
with 1/1-Scale Model
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Appendix-B1
Scale-up Capability of Turbulence Model
The purpose of this section is to show that the turbulence model applied to this CFD can
be evaluate the scale effect. In Appendix B1, scale-up capability of RSM is discussed. In
Appendix B2, we discussed about the influence of model tuning. Finally, in appendix B3,
the way of the tuning of RSM is described.
B1-1 Important physical process models applied in this CFD simulation are the cavitation
model and the turbulence model.
B1-2 The present calculation simulates the high speed U-shaped flow and the flow
through a outlet nozzle under the large flow conditions, and to simulate the strong swirling
flow under the small flow conditions. The difference in Cv between the CFD result and test
data is about [
] under the large flow conditions, and is about [
] under the small flow
conditions. These relatively large distortions under the small flow conditions are mainly
caused by the RSM turbulence model (discussed in Item 3 below), which has been applied
to predict the strong swirling flow inside the vortex chamber.
(Compared to the test data, CFD simulation predicts larger Cv under the large flow
conditions. The current CFD model tends to predict less flow separation than in the test.
On the other hand, CFD simulation predicts smaller Cv under the small flow conditions.
The current CFD model tends to predict stronger swirling/vortex in ‘Vortex Chamber’ than
in the test.)
B1-3 Cavitation does not occur under the small flow conditions. Thus, the cavitation
model does not impact quantification of the scale effect for the small flow. Under the large
flow condition, cavitation occurs at the nozzle throat. However, the distortion in Cv values
(between the CFD simulation results and the test data) is smaller than that under the small
flow conditions. The cavitation model cannot be the main factor causing the scaling
distortion.
B1-4 Cv approaches an asymptotic numerical value as the grid is refined. The current
mesh structure is fine enough to provide numerically accurate simulation results (See
Appendix-A).
B1-5 Y+ in the current calculation grid is almost less than 300 as shown in Figure B1-1
and Appendix-G, as the grid point near the wall should be located within the log-law layer.
Thus it is believed that the effect of boundary layer can be adequately evaluated under the
current grid.
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Figure B1-1 Y+ distribution
B1-6

[

]
B1-7

[

]
B1-8

Accordingly, the current CFD model can adequately evaluate the scale effect.
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Appendix-B2
Confirmation and Consideration for an influence of model tuning
B2-1 Background
¾

Overlapping between test results and calculation results for flow rate coefficient
are plotted in figure B2-1 and B2-2.

¾

For large flow CFD results, the almost calculated Cv values are plotted within the
measurement error bar. Detailed comparison are shown in Appendix-K

¾

With the current empirical constants in the RSM model, the magnitude of
comparison error (i.e. the difference between test value and calculated value) in
Cv value is large and outside the range of instrument uncertainty in small flow
condition.

B2-2 Objectives and Actions
¾

To reduce the comparison error in small flow condition to within instrumental
uncertainty by tuning the turbulent model

¾

To confirm that the scale effect using tuned turbulent model is the same level as
current model

¾

To confirm the objectives above states, confirmatory calculations has been
conducted with the calculation CASE3-043sec and CASE6-082sec where the
former case is the representative case for high velocity flow condition, and the
latter is the one for low velocity flow condition so that the calculations can
consider the effect on strength of turbulence.
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Figure B2-1 Overlapping between Test Results and
Calculation Results for Flow Rate Coefficient
(Large Flow Condition)

Figure B2-2 Overlapping between Test Results and
Calculation Results for Flow Rate Coefficient
(Small Flow Condition)
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B2-3 Consideration for an Influence of Model Tuning
(1) Influence of Model Tuning on Scale Effect
¾ Evaluation of Comparison Error
- There is comparison error between the test results and the CFD results. Especially,
Cv of small flow condition is underestimated.
- Under the small flow condition, cavitation does not occur. Hence, it would appear
that the error of turbulence model causes the comparison error. Therefore, MHI
tried to reduce the comparison error under the small flow condition by tuning the
turbulent model and then calculate the scaling bias between the 1/2 and the
1/1scale model.
¾ Methodology
- The current turbulence model tends to predict lower dissipation in the strong
swirling/vortex field. So increasing the turbulent viscosity is needed. Turbulent
viscosity μt is given in the formula below. Hence the turbulent kinetic energy k
has to be increased and/or the turbulent energy dissipation rate ε has to be
decreased.

μ t = ρC μ

k2

ε

Eq. B2-1

- Now, RSM ( Reynolds stress model) is applied.
RSM uses two equations:
•

Reynolds stress equation: Derived from Navier-Stokes equation theoretically

•

Turbulent dissipation equation ( ε -equation): Assumed that the type of uation
is similar to the general transport equation
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- Adjust the coefficient in turbulent dissipation equation as shown below.
Transport equation for turbulent energy dissipation rate
2
⎡⎛
⎤
⎞
∂ (ρε ) ∂
(ρεu i ) = ∂ ⎢⎜⎜ μ + μ t ⎟⎟ ∂ε ⎥ + Cε 1 1 [Pii + Cε 3Gii ] ε − Cε 2 ρ ε + S ε
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi ⎣⎝
σ ε ⎠ ∂xi ⎦
k
k
2
ε : Turbulent energy dissipation rate ρ :
Density
t :
Time
k :
Turbulent kinetic energy
xi :
Coordinate
ui :
Velocity
μ :
Viscosity coefficient
μ t : Turbulent viscosity coefficient

Pii
Sε

:
:

Stress production term
User - defined source term

Gii

:
:

Eq. B2-2

Buoyancy production term

σ ε = 1.0 Cε 1 = 1.44 Cε 2 = 1.92
Cε 3 is evaluated as a function of the local flow direction relative to the gravitational vector.

C

•

Coefficient ε 1 : derived from the log-law condition of Universal Velocity
Profile in turbulent flow. (default value is 1.44)

•

Coefficient ε 2 : derived from the experimental data in homogeneous
isotropic turbulence flow. So, hold the value as constant (default value is
1.92)

•

Coefficient
effect.

C

Cε 3 : function of the velocity component to control the gravity

- Tuning of coefficient Cε 1 : The coefficient is decreased to reduce the difference
between the test data and CFD result.
- Many researchers have refined RSM by tuning the coefficient
described in Appendix-B3.)
- Coefficient

Cε 1 . (Details are

Cε 1 and Cε 2 of ε -equation:

¾ An Influence to the Validation (Prediction Accuracy)
- After tuning, the comparison error of Cv value becomes smaller than the
uncertainty of the test data as shown in Table B2-1 and figure B2-3.
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- Table B2-2 shows flow structure before and after tuning. Velocity and pressure
distribution pattern in the vortex chamber is almost same before and after tuning.
No unexpected or unnatural flow appears by tuning.
- So this tuning method can be applied.
Table B2-1 Calculation Condition and Calculation Results Before and After Tuning
for 1/2 Scale Model Calculation
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Figure B2-3 Effect of Tuning to Cv-σv Map (Small Flow Condition)

Table B2-2 Comparison of Flow Structure by Tuning for Small Flow Injection
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¾ An Influence to scale effect
- As shown in figure B2-4, it can be confirmed that the scale effect obtained by tuned
turbulent model is almost same as the scale effect obtained by current model
(Before tuning).
Table B2-3 Calculation Condition and Calculation Results Before and After Tuning
for Scale Effect

Figure B2-4 Scale Effect for Cv by Tuning
¾

Sufficiency of confirmatory calculations with two cases

Tuning of the coefficient Cε1 of ε equation of RSM model is influence of 10% on the
absolute value of Cv. However, it is considered that the tuning does not influence on
the present evaluation for scale effect because the RSM model has a scale-up
capability itself as discussed. That consideration is confirmed by sensitivity study of
CFD with before/after tuning. In that sensitivity study, Case 3 with high velocity and
Case 6 with low velocity are calculated to investigate the effect of the difference of
velocity that is much related turbulence, and the results show negligible effect on the
scale effect. Thus, these two cases of sensitivity calculation are enough to confirm
whether tuning is influence on the present evaluation of scale effect or not.
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(2) Influence of Model Tuning on GCI
An Influence model tuning on the Grid Convergence Characteristics (GCI) is studied by the
confirmatory calculations as follows.
It has been confirmed that the corrected GCI provides the lower level value compared with
the uncorrected GCI according to the study calculation results for the examination of
effects due to the RSM turbulence model tuning on the calculation of CASE6-82sec (See
Table B2-4 and Figure B2-5). According to the calculation results, the vortex has become
weaker than the one with the turbulence model before tuning. That means velocity
distribution in vortex chamber has become smoother, which makes the grid dependency of
the solution less sensitive. So the grid convergence performance is expected to improve
than the model with the turbulence model before tuning. That is to say, GCI would provide
the lower level value even if the grid resolution is the same.
This qualitative prediction is supported by above confirmatory calculations. By the reason
of the consideration above described, MHI has concluded that since final GCI value based
on before the tuning is adopted to calculate CFD-evaluated scale effect, the confirmatory
calculations of the effect to the numerical uncertainty (GCI) by RSM turbulence model
tuning must be enough with one case calculation which has been already done here.
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Table B2-4 GCI Change Due to Tuning of Turbulence Model

Figure B2-5 Grid Convergence Trend Curve for “Cv”
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B2-4 Conclusions
¾

Tuning method can be applied as follows:


In Velocity and Pressure distribution, no unexpected or unnatural flow
appears by tuning.



The comparison error becomes smaller than the uncertainty of the test data.

¾

It is confirmed that the scale effect obtained by tuned turbulent model is almost
same as the scale effect obtained by current model (model before tuning).

¾

Also it is confirmed that turbulence tuning operation in this calculation doesn’t
have significant influence on GCI (i.e. Grid Convergence Trend).

¾

If MHI were to re-perform small flow (and large flow) analyses after correcting the
RSM model to exactly match the test data, MHI expects no significant difference
in the CFD-evaluated Scale Effect. Thus, the current turbulence model (model
before tuning) has a capability of evaluating the scale effect and GCI.
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Appendix-B3
Turbulent Model Tuning to Lessen Model Error
B3-1 Objective
Compared to the test data, CFD simulation predicts about [
] smaller flow rate
coefficient Cv under the small flow conditions. This model error is larger than the
uncertainty of the test data. The characteristic of small flow is the strong swirl flow in the
vortex chamber and it is well-known that the standard turbulent model can not predict the
flow characteristics especially velocity distribution exactly. Therefore we tried to lessen this
model error by tuning the turbulent model.
B3-2 Methodology
Under small flow condition, Cv value obtained from CFD calculation was [
] smaller
than Cv value obtained from experiment. So CFD predict the flow resistance highly. Flow
resistance under small flow condition is dominated by the strong swirl flow in the vortex
chamber. From here onwards, it would appear that CFD predict the flow resistance highly,
because CFD overplay the swirl flow in the vortex chamber. The model error of CFD is
causally-related to this overestimation. However, cavitation dose not arise under small flow
condition. So it is believed that the reason of this overestimation is turbulent model, not
cavitation model.
It is well-known that the characteristics of the turbulence in swirling flow are generally the
existing anisotropic nature. In this reason, it is well-known that Reynolds stress equation
Model (RSM) which can evaluate the effect of the anisotropic nature, generally has the
high applicability to simulate the swirl flow. Therefore RSM is applied to this calculation.
In RSM, the rigorous Reynolds stress equations which can be gained by applying the
Reynolds decomposition ( u = u + u ′ , u : time average velocity component, u ′ : fluctuating
velocity component ) to the velocity in the Navier-Stokes equations and applying the
ensemble average to this equation, are solved. In this RSM, many coefficients in the
modeled Reynolds stress equations are tuned based on many experimental data. The
RSM has the dissipation rate ε which is the unknown variable and the equation related ε is
required for closing the equation system. Therefore generally in the turbulent model,
transport equation of ε which is derived from the transport equation of turbulent kinetic
energy k by multiplying both sides of k-equation by ( ε /k) ,is used for closing the equation
system as shown below.
⎡⎛
∂ (ρε ) ∂
(ρεui ) = ∂ ⎢⎜⎜ μ + μt
+
∂t
∂xi
∂xi ⎣⎝
σε
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⎞ ∂ε ⎤
1
ε
ε2
⎟⎟
+ Sε
⎥ + Cε 1 [Pii + Cε 3Gii ] − Cε 2 ρ
k
k
2
⎠ ∂xi ⎦

Eq. B3-1
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RSM use this ε transport equation. But as previously explained, ε equation is not derived
from the physical model. For this reason, coefficients included this equation ( Cε 1 , Cε 2 ) are
the parameters to tune for optimizing the equation system. So it is generally recommended
that these coefficients should be set for predicting the intended experiment datum. In the
reference (B-1),(B-2), similar definition can be shown. And it is clear that performing the
flow field specific tuning have mass appeal. In addition, many researchers perform the
tuning of the ε equation as shown in Table B3-1.
Table B3-1 Examples of Tuning the ε Equation (Ref. B-3)

Example to applying the normal RSM, Laundar,Reece,Rodi model (Ref. B-4) which is adopted
by FLUENT is shown in Figure B3-1. This example is the calculation result of the swirl flow
in the rotating pipe around the pipe axis and comparison between the calculation results
and the experimental data is shown in figure B3-1. N in this figure represents the ratio
between the axial velocity and the rotating velocity and increasing N suggest more strong
swirl. Flow distribution shape change as the swirl flow become strong. In addition, RSM
can almost represent the inclination of this change of velocity distribution. But the deviation
between the measurement results and the calculation results, become larger as the
swirling become stronger. In this reason, RSM has the high applicability to the calculation
of the swirling turbulent flow. But the deviation between the experimental data and
calculation results is large for the strong swirling flow.
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There is the study b y Prof. Shima(B-6) for the developing RSM which can be applied to the
flow with the strong anisotropic nature. In this study, Cε 2 was set by constant finally
because applying the tuning for Cε 2 by Lumley could not gain the good results. By
deriving the additional term to Cε 1 , velocity distribution of the swirling flow could be
predicted adequately. So in this material, by tuning Cε 1 which can be adjusted in FLUENT,
velocity distribution of swirling flow is controlled and we try to get Cv value as prescribed.

Figure B3-1 Axial Velocity Distribution of the Swirling Flow
in the Rotating Pipe around the Pipe Axis (Ref. B-5)
B3-3 Results of Tuning
By tuning of C ε 1 , Cv from calculation could be close to Cv from 1/2 scale experiment
under high velocity condition and these difference can set in the uncertainty of the
experiment.（ Cε 1 =1.44 to [
]).
As mentioned above, the coefficient of the equation can be tuned for this target flow field
(swirling flow in vortex chamber). However this tuned value of the coefficient cannot be
applied to the general purposed turbulent model and we want to emphasize that this tuning
is the limited adjustment for this ACC under small flow condition.
To show the adequacy of the tuned Cε 1 value, additional calculation was performed.
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a)

To make sure of the dependency on velocity, two calculation cases under small flow
condition, high velocity condition and low velocity condition, were performed with
applying tuned C ε 1 value. Comparing the Cv value between the calculation and the
experiment, the difference between the calculation and experiment decreases and
fit into the experimental uncertainty.

b)

It makes sure qualitatively that strange effect by the tuning does not appear by
checking the velocity and pressure distribution pattern.

From above mentioned, the model error between the CFD result and the experimental
result can be fit into the experimental uncertainty range by applying this tuning.
B3-4 References
B-1) Durbin,P.A., Pettersson Reif, B. A., “Statistical Theory and Modeling for Turbulent
Flows”, Wiley, 2001.
B-2) Pope, S.B., “Turbulent Flows”, Cambridge University Press, 2000.
B-3) Nagano etc., “Assessment of ε -Equations for Wall Shear flows with DNS Database
(2nd Report, The case of Second-Order Closure Modeling)”, Trans. Jpn. Soc. Mech.
Eng., Ser.B,59-564,(1993-8),2455.
B-4) Launder,B.E., Reece,G.J., Rodi,W., “Progress in the Development of a ReynoldsStress Turbulence Closure.”, J. Fluid Mech., 68(3):537–566, April 1975.
B-5) Hirai etc., “Prediction of the Laminarization Phenomena in Turbulent Swirling Flows”,
Trans. Jpn. Soc. Mech. Eng., Ser.B,52-476(1986-4),1608.
B-6) Shima, “A Reynolds Stress Model Incorporating the Effect of Anisotropy (1st Report,
Modeling and Application to a Flat Plate Boundary Layer”, Trans. Jpn. Soc. Mech.
Eng., Ser.B, 54-505(1988-9), 2317.
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Appendix-C
Selection of Cavitation Model
C-1 Model Description
FLUENT 12.0 provides three models for calculating the cavitation mass transfer rate, i.e.,
the Singhal model, Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model and Schnerr and Sauer model.
The Singhal model has been derived from the homogenous flow approach. This model
solves the vapor mass fraction transport equation,

(

)

v
∂
(ρ ⋅ f v ) + ∇ ⋅ ρ ⋅ V ⋅ f v = ∇ ⋅ (Γ∇f v ) + Re − Rc
∂t

Eq. C1

This model also assumes that bubble dynamics are described by the generalized
Rayleigh-Plesset equation,
RB

D 2 RB
Dt 2

2

⎛ P − P ⎞ 4vl &
3 ⎛ DR B ⎞
2S
⎟−
RB −
+ ⎜
⎟ = ⎜⎜ B
⎟
ρ l RB
2 ⎝ Dt ⎠
⎝ ρ l ⎠ RB

Eq. C2

The average vapor bubble size is estimated by using
RB =

0.061 ⋅ We ⋅ σ 2

Eq. C3

2
2 ρ l v rel

Rates of mass exchange are given as a function of bubble diameter and the difference
between the bubble pressure and the local far-field pressure,
Re = Fvap _ SH
Rc = Fcond _ SH

(

max 1.0, k

σ

(

) (1 − f

max 1.0, k

σ

v

)f ρρ
v l

)

− f g ρl ρ v

v

2 (Pv − P )
3 ρl

Eq. C4

2 (P − Pv )
3 ρl

Singhal model considers the effect of turbulence on phase change threshold pressure by
correcting the vapor saturation pressure as,
Pv = Psat +

1
(0.39 × ρk )
2
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The Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model solves the vapor mass conservation equation with
additional mass transfer source terms, which are related to the growth or collapse of the
vapor bubbles,

(

)

v
∂
(α ⋅ ρ v ) + ∇ ⋅ α ⋅ ρ v ⋅ Vv = Re − Rc
∂t

q. C6

In this model, the mass transfer source term is calculated by using the bubble number
density (n) multiplied by the mass chang e rate of a single bubble. The bubble number
density will decrease as the vapor volume fraction increases. The mass transfer source
terms in Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model are given as,
Re = Fvap _ ZGB

3α nuc (1 − α v )
2 (Pv − P )
ρv
RB
3 ρl

Rc = Fcond _ ZGB

3α v ρ v
RB

Eq. C7

2 (P − Pv )
3 ρl

The Schnerr and Sauer model follows a similar approach as that of the Singhal model to
derive the expression for the net mass transfer from liquid phase to vapor phase. This
model solves the vapor mass conservation equation as the following,
v
∂
(α ⋅ ρ v ) + ∇ ⋅ α ⋅ ρ v ⋅ Vv = R = ρ v ρ l Dα
∂t
ρ Dt

(

)

Eq. C8

The vapor volume fraction is calculated from the number of bubbles per unit volume of
liquid,
4 3
πR B
3
α=
4
1 + nb πR B3
3
nb

Eq. C9

Similar to the Singhal model, the Schnerr and Sauer model also assumes that bubble
dynamics are described by the generalized Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Eventually, the
mass transfer source terms are given as,
Re =

ρv ρl
3
α (1 − α )
ρ
RB

2 Pv − P
3 ρl

Rc =

ρv ρl
3
α (1 − α )
ρ
RB

2 P − Pv
3 ρl
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The cavitation model capabilities and application limitations in FLUENT 12.0 have been
summarized in Table C-1 (Ref. 3)). It can be concluded from this table that any of the three
cavitation models could be applied to the advanced accumulator simulation, with
compatible multiphase model and turbulence model enabled in the simulation case file.

Table C-1 Capabilities and Limitations of Three Cavitation Models in FLUENT 12.0
Noncondensable Gas
Effect
Turbulence
Compatibility

Model

Multiphase
Compatibility

Model

Solver Compatibility
Liquid/Vapor
Phase
Compressibility

Singhal Model

Z-G-B Model*

S&S Model*

Considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not compatible with
the LES turbulence
model

All available
turbulence models in
FLUENT
Mixture Model
Eulerian Model
Pressure-based
solver
Incompressible or
Compressible

All available
turbulence models in
FLUENT
Mixture Model
Eulerian Model
Pressure-based
solver
Incompressible or
Compressible

Mixture Model
Pressure-based
solver
Incompressible or
Compressible

* Z-G-B Model: Zwart-Gerber-Belamri m odel; S&S Model: Schnerr and Sauer model
C-2 Sensitivity Study of Cavitation Model
Table C-1 indicates that five possible combinations of cavitation model with multiphase
flow model can be chosen to simulate cavitation flows, i.e.,
(1) Singhal model with Mixture model
(2) Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model with mixture model
(3) Schnerr-Sauer model with mixture model
(4) Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model with Eulerian model
(5) Schnerr-Sauer model with Eulerian model

All five possible combinations have been tested for simulating the ACC flow under both the
small injection rate and the large injection rate conditions. The simulation results show that
(refer to Figure C-1 and C-2):
(i) Simulation can not reach converged results when Eulerian model is enabled
(Options 4 and 5). The Eulerian model is the most sophisticated model among three
multiphase models that are provided by the FLUENT 12.0. The Eulerian model
allows for the modeling of multiple separate, yet interacting phases. Conservation
equations of mass, momentum and energy for each phase, and several interfacial
momentum and thermal energy exchange constitutive equations are solved in the
Eulerian model. Although this more complex model options increase prediction
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precision, the Eulerian model exhibit more computational sensitivity which can result
in numerical instability during the solution process. It has been observed that a
coarser mesh or other model simplifications are required in order to achieve
converged solutions, which reduced the overall accuracy of the simulation results.
When Mixture model is applied, the Chimera meshing option was enabled in order to
achieve desired Y+ value near the wall (refer to 3.2.2). The simulation results show that:
(ii) Simulation with Schnerr-Sauer model can not reach converged results (Option 3)
(iii) Under the large flow injection cases, simulation with Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model
(Option 2) predicts cavitation will happen at the downstream region of the nozzle
throat. However, mass balance inside the simulation domain cannot be a chieved.
(iv) Simulation with Singhal model does not have the above mentioned problems and
results in converged mass-balanced solutions.
Thus, the Singhal model combined with the Mixture multiphase model has been chosen in
this CFD study for ACC under both the small flow injection and the large flow injection
conditions.
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Figure C-1 Comparison of Mass Balance of Singhal and Z-G-B Model
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Figure C-2 Distribution of Mass Flow, Volume Flow and Density
of Singhal and Z-G-B Model
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C-3 Justification of Singhal Model
Applicability of Singhal Model
The model author has made the following assumptions when deriving the Singhal model,
(i).

Assuming homogenous two-phase flow (Equal-Velocity-Equal-Temperature)

(ii). Assuming that flow is isothermal with constant fluid properties
(iii). Assuming that noncondensable gas mass fraction is constant in the flow field
(iv). Utilizing the generalized Rayleigh-Plesset equation to describe the bubble growth
process, while ignoring the viscous damping term and surface tension term
(v). Ignoring the second-order derivative of RB
(vi). Estimating bubble diameter based on Eq. C3
(vii). Assuming that phase change rate is proportional to the slip velocity between vapor
phase and liquid phase, instead of proportional to the square of slip velocity
(viii). Assuming that characteristic velocity can be expressed as the square root of local
turbulent kinetic energy

k

(ix). Treating the effect of turbulence on cavitation phase-change threshold pressure by
using Eq. C5
All these assumptions are acceptable for the ACC flow field based on the following
reasons:
(i).

Cavitation occurs at the downstream of nozzle throat in the outlet injection pipe. At
that position, liquid flow velocity is expected to be much larger than the slip velocity
between vapor bubbles and liquid.

(ii). The ACC injection process can be treated as isothermal.
Thus, the Singhal model can be applied to the ACC simulations.
Scaling Effect of Singhal Model
The Singhal model solves vapor mass conservation equation (Eq. C1), with the mass
transfer rate terms as given in Eq. C4. These equations can be converted to
dimensionless format if the following parameters are defined,
t* =

ρ
C
t
x
u
, ρ v* = v , x* =
, u * = , C e* = e ,
t0
ρ v ,0
L0
u0
C e,0

k* =

Eq. C11

ρ
P
k
σ
, σ* =
, ρ l* = l , P * =
ρ l ,0
k0
σ0
ρ l ,0 u 02

Here, subscript 0 refers to an appropriate reference value.
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Equation C1 can be re-written as,
ρ v,0 ∂
t 0 ∂t *

(α ⋅ ρ ) + ρ L ⋅ u
v ,0

*
v

0

(

)

(

v
C e,0 ⋅ k 0 ⋅ ρ l , 0 ⋅ ρ v , 0 ⋅ u 0 *
∇ * ⋅ α ⋅ ρ v* ⋅ Vv* =
Re − Rc*

σ0

0

)

Eq. C12

which can be re-arranged as,
∂
∂t

*

(α ⋅ ρ ) + t L⋅ u
*
v

0

0

(

)

(

v
C e, 0 ⋅ k 0 ⋅ ρ l , 0 ⋅ u 0 ⋅ t 0 *
∇ * ⋅ α ⋅ ρ v* ⋅ Vv* =
Re − Rc*

0

σ0

)

Eq. C13

Two dimensionless numbers appear in (Eq. 13), such as,
Π1 =

Π2 =

t0 ⋅ u0
L0

Eq. C14

C e,0 ⋅ k 0 ⋅ ρ l , 0 ⋅ u 0 ⋅ t 0

σ0

=

ρ l ,0 ⋅ u 02 ⋅ L0
σ0

Π1 represents the ratio of transient time to the flow characteristic time. Π2 is similar to the
Weber number, represents the ratio of inertia to surface tension force. Considering the
physical meaning of dimensionless group Π2, an appropriate reference value for length
scale, L0, is the bubble diameter. Eq. C13 will generate same cavitation solutions for ACC
systems with different length scale, under the situation that values of Π1 and Π2 are same,
and same initial condition and boundary conditions have been imposed for these ACC
systems.
It is expected that typical bubbles generated in the cavitation process will be very small,
i.e., their diameters will be less than a few millimeters, and the two-phase flow structure is
expected to be bubbly flow. The following equation can be utilized to estimate the average
bubble diameter for bubbly flow,
Db = 2

σ
g ⋅ Δρ

Eq. C15

From the advanced accumulator working conditions, the average bubble diameter can be
estimated to be [
] mm from the above equation. This means that the throat size of 1/2scale ACC is much larger than a typical bubble size. Thus, the Singhal model describes a
local phenomena, which is related to the length scale of a vapor bubble. Therefore, the
performance of the Singhal model will be the same for 1/2-scale ACC simulations and for
1/1-scale ACC simulations.
Applicability of Singhal Model to High Void Fraction Regions
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Two assumptions for deriving the Singhal model are related to the low void fraction flow
conditions, such as, the flow is homogenous and the generalized Rayleigh-Plesset
equation can be utilized to describe the bubble growing process. However, the model also
contains two empirical constants, Ce and Cc, to adjust the vapor generation/condensation
rates.
Re = C e

Rc = C c

Vch

σ
Vch

σ

(1 − f )ρ l ρ v

2 (Pv − P )
3 ρl

Eq. C16

2 (P − Pv )
3 ρl

fρ l ρ v

These empirical constants have been decided by comparing the CFD results with various
cavitation flows, including sharp-edged orifice flows and hydrofoil flows. Validation
calculations show that Singhal model can give reasonable predictions on pressure
variation and cavitation number for high-speed flow cavitation on hydrofoil and submerged
cylindrical bodies. High void fraction regions near the wall have been included in the
validation calculation results.
C-4 Sensitivity Results for cavitation models
CFD calculations have been performed in order to investigate the scale effects of three
available cavitation models in FLUENT 12.0. Prediction values of flow rate coefficient Cv
under large flow injection condition (Case3, 5 second, when cavitation is most likely to
occur) have been listed and compared. Normal and Fine size mesh without the Chimera
mesh scheme has been utilized in these calculations in order to achieve converged
simulation results. Non-condensable gas effect has been accounted in the Z-G-B model
and the S&S model, by defining the non-condensable gas as a separate phase in the
mixture model, in addition to the water and steam phases. In the calculation with fine mesh,
the calculations of ZGB and SS model using RSM and 2nd order are not converged or the
mass balance between inlet and outlet are not satisfied. So k-omega and 1st order is used.
Furthermore, the calculations of SS model using k-omega and 1st order does not
converge for 1/1 scale model. Finally, calculation conditions are listed in Table C-2.
Calculation results are summarized in Table C-3 and Figure C-3.
Results show that maximum differences in CFD-evaluated scale effect from each
cavitation model are as follows:
[

]

[

]

Void distribution of 1/2 and 1/1 scale model are almost same in all of cavitation models.
Cavitation regions and void fraction distributions obtained by three cavitation models are
found in close agreement, except that the Singhal model predicts relatively high void
fraction distribution near the nozzle wall. It is believed that this is caused by the fact that
the turbulence effect on phase change threshold pressure has been accounted in the
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Singhal model (refer to Sec C-1 of Appendix-C). Thus, it is concluded that the selection of
cavitation model will only generate insignificant difference of scale effect.
Table C-2 Calculation Conditions for CFD-Evaluated Scale Effects
in Three Cavitation Models

Table C-3 CFD-Evaluated Scale Effects of Three Cavitation Models for Large Flow
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Figure C-3 Void Fraction Distribution at the Throat (Case 3 Large Flow 5sec, Normal Mesh)
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Figure C-4 Void Fraction Distribution at the Throat (Case 3 Large Flow 5sec, Fine Mesh)
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Appendix-D
Consideration for Boundary Condition in Small Flow Injection
For small flow injection, flow rate boundary conditions are used on the water surfaces in
the tank and the standpipe in order to stabilize the calculations. Therefore, the resulting
pressure on the water surface obtained by analysis is not constant and has a slight
difference from the measured pressure. To determine that this difference is not significant,
an analysis was performed, for which the water surface at the vortex chamber side inlet is
specified as a pressure boundary condition. This pressure boundary condition result is
consistent with the flow rate boundary condition result. (Note that the water surface in the
standpipe is specified as a flow rate boundary condition for both analyses.) Table D-1
shows the calculation conditions used in CFD, and Table D-2 shows the calculation results.
Flow rate coefficients and flow structures of both the flow rate boundary condition and
pressure boundary condition are consistent. Thus, Difference in the applied boundary
condition (flow rate or pressure) is negligible and the validity for using the flow rate
boundary condition is confirmed.
Table D-1 Calculation Conditions of CFD

Table D-2 Calculation Results of CFD
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(a) Void fraction

(b) Velocity Contour

(c) Static Pressure
Figure D-1 Comparison of Inlet Boundary Conditions for Small Flow Injection
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Figure E-1(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 3 Large Flow 20sec)

Flow Structure for Large Flow
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Figure E-1(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 3 Large Flow 20sec)
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Figure E-2(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 3 Large Flow 34sec)
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Figure E-2(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 3 Large Flow 34sec)
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Figure E-3(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Large Flow 5sec)
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Figure E-3(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 6 Large Flow 5sec)
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Figure E-4(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Large Flow 11sec)
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Figure E-4(b) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Large Flow 11sec)
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Figure E-5(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Large Flow 20sec)
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Figure E-5(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 6 Large Flow 20sec)
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Figure E-6(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Large Flow 50sec)
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Figure E-6(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 6 Large Flow 50sec)
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Figure F-1(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 3 Small Flow 100sec)
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Figure F-1(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 3 Small Flow 100sec)
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Figure F-2(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 3 Small Flow 125sec)
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Figure F-2(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 3 Small Flow 125sec)
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Figure F-3(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Small Flow 82sec)
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Figure F-3(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 6 Small Flow 82sec)
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Figure F-4(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Small Flow 200sec)
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Figure F-4(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 6 Small Flow 200sec)
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Figure F-5(a) Flow Structure in Vortex Chamber (Case 6 Small Flow 290sec)
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Figure F-5(b) Flow Structure in Flow Damper (Case 6 Small Flow 290sec)
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Appendix-G
Y+ Profile
Y+ of large flow injection is almost less than 300 at throat and diffuser where flow
resistance is dominated. Thus it is confirmed that the effect of boundary layer can be
adequately evaluated under the current grid (See Figure G-1).
Y+ of small flow injection is almost less than 100 at vortex chamber except around the exit
where the swirl flow causes large flow resistance. It means that the effect of boundary
layer can be adequately evaluated under the current grid (See Figure G-2).
In small flow injection, Y+ of 1/1 scale model is larger than the value of 1/2 scale model at
the wall of outlet nozzle. This is caused by the difference of the cell thickness near the wall
in both models. Though, the influence on flow resistance is negligible. Because the shear
stress are almost same in both scale model (See Figure G-3).

Figure G-1 Y+ Distribution of Large Flow
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Figure G-2 Y+ Distribution of Small Flow

Figure G-3 Shear Stress Distribution of Small Flow
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Appendix-H
Validity Evaluation of Tolerance Interval
The computational method is verified about the numerical value described in ASME PTC
19.1-2005
Table H-1 Factors for Calculating the Two-Sided 90% and 95% Probability Intervals
for a Normal Distribution (Ref.15))
Number of
Factors for Tolerance Interval
Given
to Contain at Least 90% and
Observations
95% of the Population
n
CＴ,90(n)
CT,95(n)
4
5.37
6.37
5
4.28
5.08
6
3.71
4.41
7
3.37
4.01
8
3.14
3.73
9
2.97
3.53
10
2.84
3.38
11
2.74
3.26
12
2.66
3.16
15
2.48
2.95
20
2.31
2.75
25
2.21
2.63
30
2.14
2.55
40
2.05
2.45
60
1.96
2.33
∞
1.64
1.96

CＴ,90(n) and CＴ,95(n) are in the relation between the following as a result of examining the
numerical value.
CＴ,90(n) = CＴ,95(n)/1.96* 1.645 (Eg. 3.37=CＴ,90(7)= CＴ,95(7)/1.96* 1.645 =4.01/1.96* 1.645)
1.96
1.645

： Corresponds at 95% confidence interval in normal distribution.
： Corresponds at 90% confidence interval in normal distribution.

CＴ,90(n) and CＴ,95(n)/1.96* 1.645 are equaled. That is, the technique for writing in the
sentence is appropriate.
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Appendix-I
Influence of Inlet Pressure for Cavitation
For small flow injection, flow rate boundary condition is applied at the inlet. This causes a
difference in the tank inlet pressure between 1/2 scale test and CFD result. CFDcalculated pressure at inlet is larger than test value. In order to evaluate the impact on
cavitation occurrence, the flow rate at inlet boundary is reduced until CFD-calculated tank
inlet pressure matches the test value to confirm that no cavitation occurs under these
conditions. In case3-43sec of small flow injection, the inlet pressure of CFD results (Ref.
3.5.2) was about [
] greater than the 1/2 scale test. By reducing the flow rate at inlet,
CFD-calculated Inlet pressure ([
]) is almost same test value ([1.13MPa]). No
cavitation is calculated under the calculation of the inlet flow rate reduced conditions (See
Figure I-1). The minimum values of static pressure (P1 and P2) are below:
Result of original calculation (See 3.5.2) : [
Result of reduced inlet flow rate

:[

]
]

where, flow rates Q1,Q2 are the total flow rates including tank inlet and standpipe inlet.
Since P2 is larger than P1, the results using inlet flow rate boundary condition in section
3.5.2 are performed under conditions which are more likely to cavitate. Furthermore
cavitation factors of calculations in section 3.5.2 are smaller than test results. It is
concluded that there is no cavitation for small flow conditions.

Table I-1 Calculation Conditions of CFD
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(a) Result of Original Calculation (See 3.5.2)

(b) Result of Reduced Inlet Flow Rate
Figure I-1 Distributions of Void Fraction, Static Pressure
and Critical Pressure of Cavitation
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Appendix-J
Estimation of the Minimum Pressure in the Vortex Chamber for Small Flow Injection
J-1 Objective
The CFD results predicted there is no cavitation in the vortex chamber for small flow
injection under the plant operating conditions. This paper describes the minimum
pressure in the vortex chamber by hand calculation to confirm that the conclusion is
reasonable.
J-2 Vortex Model for Small Flow Injection
For small flow injection, there is a strong vortex in the vortex chamber, which forms a
strong swirl in the outlet nozzle. The strong swirl forms a reverse flow at the center of
the diffuser in the outlet nozzle which extends to the bottom surface of the vortex
chamber. Between the outer wall of the vortex chamber and the outlet port, a nonstretched vortex occurs in which there is no velocity gradient in the axial direction.
Between the outlet port and the region of reverse flow, a stretched vortex occurs in
which there is a velocity gradient in the axial direction. The vortex model with the
fundamental flow structure is, thus, shown in Figure J-1.

Figure J-1 Combined Model of Vortex Chamber
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The assumptions of the analysis are as follows:
1) the tangential velocity is a function of radius, r, only,
2) the flow is steady incompressible viscous laminar flow with or without eddy
viscosity,
3) there is reverse flow in radius r < rr, a stretched vortex with uniform axial
velocity in rr < r < r0, and a non-stretched vortex in r0 < r < r1,
4) the tangential velocities and the tangential velocity gradients are continuous on
the inner boundaries at r = rr and r0,
5) The flow rate from the outer wall of the chamber is Q, and
6) The flow rate of the reverse flow is Qr.
The boundary conditions are as follows:
1) u r = u θ = 0 at the center of the vortex chamber, r = 0,
2) uθ = uθ 1 , p = p1 on the outer wall of the vortex chamber at r = r1,
3) u θ = u θr on the inner boundary at r = rr,
4) u θ = u θ 0 on the inner boundary at r = r0, and
5) The reverse flow has tangential velocity only by the induction of the vortex for r
< r r.
The velocities and pressures on the inner boundaries are given as calculated results.
Dimensionless values are defined as:

Q
= − rur = constant
2πH

q≡

qr ≡

Eq. J1

Qr
= constant .
2πH
q r r 0 2 + qr r 2

Eq. J2

(q r

+ q )r 0 2

q
q
, qr* ≡ r .
ν
ν

Eq. J3

r
r
r
z
, r r * ≡ r , r1* ≡ 1 , z * ≡
,
r0
r0
r0
r0
u
u
u
u
u
≡ r , u θ * ≡ θ , u θ 0* ≡ θ 0 , u θr * ≡ θr , u z * ≡ z
uθ1
uθ1
uθ1
uθ1
uθ1

Eq. J4

s* ≡

(

2

2ν r 0 − r r

2

)

, t* ≡

(

2

2ν r 0 − r r

2

)

, q* ≡

r* ≡
ur *

The notations are as follows:
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r and z are radius and axial distance, respectively.
ur , u z and uθ are radial, axial and tangential velocities, respectively.
p is pressure, H the height of the vortex chamber, and ν kinematic viscosity.
Suffices r, 0, and 1 indicate the quantities at the reverse flow, the outlet port, and the
outer wall of the chamber.

Using the Equation of Continuity and the momentum equations for this model,

ur

∂ur uθ 2
1 ∂p
,
−
=−
∂r
r
ρ ∂r

Eq. J5

⎛
⎞
ur ∂
(ru θ ) = ν ∂ ⎜⎜ 1 ∂ (r u θ )⎟⎟ , and
∂r ⎝ r ∂r
r ∂r
⎠

uz

Eq. J6

∂u z
1 ∂p
,
=−
∂z
ρ ∂z

Eq. J7

the following velocity and pressure equations are derived:
i)

ii)

For r0 ≤ r ≤ r1, ( 1 ≤ r * ≤ r1* ), an on-stretched vortex:
ur * ≡

ur
1
q
=−
, and
uθ1
r 0u θ 1 r *

Eq. J8

uz * ≡

uz
=0.
uθ1

Eq. J9

uθ * =

r1* − u θ 0* ⎧ * (1−q * ) 1 ⎫ u θ 0*
− * ⎬+ *
(2−q * ) ⎨⎩r
r ⎭ r
−1
r1*

; for q * ≠ 2, r 0 ≤ r ≤ r1

Eq. J10

uθ * =

r1* − u θ 0* ln r * u θ 0*
+ *
r*
r
ln r1*

; for q * = 2, r 0 ≤ r ≤ r1

Eq. J11

For r ≤ r r , a reverse flow
ur * ≡

ur
qr
r*
=
, and
u θ 1 r 0u θ 1 r * 2
r
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uz
q
z*
= −2 r
.
uθ1
r 0u θ 1 r * 2
r

uz * ≡

⎛ q *
⎞
2⎟
⎜
1 − exp⎜ r 2 r * ⎟
⎜ 2r *
⎟
⎝ r
⎠
u θr *
⎛qr* ⎞
⎟
1 − exp⎜
⎜ 2 ⎟
⎝
⎠

rr *

uθ * =

Eq. J13

r*

u θ * = u θr *

r*
rr

*

; for q r * ≠ 0 , r ≤ r r

Eq. J14

; for q r * = 0 , r ≤ r r

Eq. J15

iii) For r r ≤ r ≤ r 0 ( r r * ≤ r * ≤ 1 ), a stretched vortex with outgoing flow:
ur
ν
=2
uθ1
r 0u θ 1

ur * ≡

⎞
⎛ s*
⎜
−t * r * ⎟ .
⎟
⎜r*
⎠
⎝

Eq. J16

s*
.
t*

Eq. J17

u r = 0 is g iven at
q r r 0 2 + qr r 2

r* =

(q r

+ q )r 0 2

=

uz * ≡

uz
ν
=4
t *z * .
uθ1
r 0u θ 1

uθ * =

uθ 0* G r * rr *uθr *
−
r * G (1)
r*

( )

Eq. J18

( )

⎫⎪
⎧⎪G r *
− 1⎬
⎨
⎪⎭
⎪⎩ G (1)

; for r r ≤ r ≤ r 0

Eq. J19

; for q * ≠ 2, q r * ≠ 0

Eq. J20

iv) The inner boundary values are
r1*

uθ 0* =
1+

* (2 −q )

r1

*

−1

(2 − q )H
*

1
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r1*

u θ 0* =

ln r1*

1+

r1*

(

2 −q *
r1*
*

1+

qr

G (1)

*

; for q * = 2, q r * = 0

Eq. J23

; for q r * ≠ 0

Eq. J24

; for q r * = 0

Eq. J25

( )

⎛ q *
1 − exp⎜ − r
⎜ 2
⎝

1+

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

u θ 0*
2 G (1)

( )

rr * F rr *

⎝

( )

F r * ≡ 2t *

H2 ≡

Eq. J22

rr *2 F rr *

2
2
G r * ≡ γ ⎛⎜ s * + 1,t * r * ⎞⎟ − γ ⎛⎜ s * + 1,t * rr * ⎞⎟ ,

H1 ≡

; for q * ≠ 2, q r * = 0

H2
u θ 0*

1+

Eq. J21

2

ln r1*

u θr * =

( )

−1

(2 − q )H

1+

where

)

r1*

u θ 0* =

; for q * = 2, q r * ≠ 0

H1

u θ 0* =

u θr * =
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⎠

(s +1)
*

r*

2s *

⎪⎩

⎜
⎝

⎠

Eq. E26

2
exp⎛⎜ − t * r * ⎞⎟
⎝
⎠,

Eq. J27

⎞ ⎫⎪ rr *2 G (1)
⎟ − 1⎬
−
2 ⎟⎠ ⎪⎭ q r * F (1)
,

Eq. E28

( ) ⎧⎪⎨exp⎛⎜ − q

F rr *
F (1)

⎝

r

*

( )

F r r * r r * 2 G (1)
+
F (1) 2
F (1) ,
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and γ (z , x ) is the lower incomplete gamma function.
γ (z , x ) =

v)

∫

x

0

e −t t z −1dt

Eq. J30

Pressure distribution
p* ≡

(

) ∫

p1 − p
= −u r 1* 2 + u r * 2 + uz * 2 + 2
ρuθ 12 2

r1* u *2
θ

r*

r*

dr *

Eq. J31

J-3 Calculated Result of Laminar Vortex
A laminar vortex, without eddy viscosity, in the 1/2-scale model is calculated from the
theoretical model in Section J-2. The test conditions of Case 3 at 43 sec were used for
the calculation as follows:
Tank Pressure p1

=[

] MPa gauge

Flow Rate Q

=[

] m3/s

Reverse Flow Rate Qr

=[

] m3/s (from the CFD result.)

Radius of Reverse Flow rr = [

] mm (from the CFD result.)

Vapor Pressure pv

=[

] Pa (at Temperature of 305 deg K)

Kinematic Viscosity ν

= 0.778 mm2/s (at Temperature of 305 deg K)

Eddy Viscosity νe

= 0 mm2/s

The geometry of the vortex chamber of the 1/2 scale model was used for the calculation.
The outlet nozzle (consisting of the reducer, the throat and the diffuser) was not included.
The result of the calculation is shown in Figure J-2. The abscissa is the dimensionless
radius, r*=r/r0, while the left and right ordinates are velocity and static pressure,
respectively. The tangential velocity of this model is indicated by the red line which is
very close to that of the free vortex from the outer wall of the chamber and very close to
the reverse flow. The tangential velocity of a free vortex is indicated by the black solid
line, and is mostly hidden by the model tangential velocity. The maximum tangential
velocity is [
] m/s. The tangential velocity in the reverse flow is almost zero due to the
small kinematic viscosity. Between them, there exists an unnatural strained steep
gradient of the tangential velocity. Consequently, the static pressure denoted by the
green line reduces to the vapor pressure indicated by the black broken line at the center
corresponding to the throat.
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Figure J-2 Velocity and Pressure Distributions of a Laminar Vortex
for Case 3 at 43 sec
The strained steep gradient of the tangential velocity must be unstable and generate
turbulence. Considering the turbulence effect, we can take Boussinesq's eddy viscosity,
νe, into account in this model, and modify the kinematic viscosity, ν, as: ν → ν + ν e .
J-4 Calculated Result of Turbulent Vortex
As mentioned above, eddy viscosity is taken into account to express the turbulence
effect. Since its value is not known, we adopted the value for which the maximum
tangential velocity comes close to the radius of the throat, and put [
].
The result of the calculation is shown in Figure J-3. The maximum tangential velocity
reduces from [
] m/s to [
] m/s. Some amount of tangential velocity appears in the
reverse flow due to the turbulence. The minimum static pressure is higher than the
vapor pressure at the center of the vortex chamber. This is consistent with the CFD
results and the 1/2-scale test results.
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Figure J-3 V elocity and Pressure Distributions of Turbulent Vortex with Eddy
Viscosity = 0.0074 m2/s for Case 3 at 43 sec
The flow rate of the vortices was given as one of the conditions for the above
calculations. In practice, however, the outlet pressure of the flow damper is known, but
not the flow rate. The minimum pressure in the flow damper must be dominantly
determined by the outlet pressure, and the flow rate shall be given as a result. One of
the methods for predicting the minimum pressure from the outlet pressure of the flow
damper is through the reverse flow.
J-5 Minimum Pressure in Flow Damper
We can estimate the minimum pressure in the vortex damper using the reverse flow.
From the above discussions, we saw that the minimum pressure is at the center of the
vortex chamber for small flow injection due to the strong vortex. The flow structure in the
outlet nozzle is shown in Figure J-4. The strong vortex forms a strong swirl flow along
the wall in the outlet nozzle and induces a reverse flow at its center. For a rough
estimation, we assume an imaginary straight pipe which conveys the reverse flow from
the outlet port of the diffuser to the center of the vortex chamber. The length of the
imaginary pipe is [
]. The velocity and the diameter of the reverse flow are
assumed to be [
] and [
], respectively based on the CFD results. The
Reynolds number, then, is [
]. Kinematic Viscosity ν= 0.778 mm2/s (at Temperature
of 305 deg K). The pressure at the outlet port of the diffuser, po, is [
]
for Case 3 at 43 sec. Consequently, the pressure, pc, at the center of the vortex
chamber is ca lculated as
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[
where the atmospheric pressure is pa=[

]
].

The minimum pressure at the center of the vortex chamber is, thus, larger than the
vapor pressure, pv=[
]. This confirmatory calculation supports that there is
no occurrence of cavitation in the vortex chamber for small flow injection.

Figure J-4 (a) Flow structure in the Flow Damper for Small Flow Injection,
(b) Imaginary Straight Pipe Conveying Reverse Flow
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J-6 Conclusions
The laminar vortex in the 1/2-scale analytical model for small flow injection has a
minimum pressure smaller than the vapor pressure, and generates cavitation at its
center, even though it has a reverse flow region. In practice, the strained steep gradient
of the tangential velocity near the reverse flow generates turbulence.
2
If we take Boussinesq's eddy viscosity, ν e = 0.0074 m / s , into account to simulate
turbulence, the minimum pressure in the vortex chamber is larger than the vapor
pressure. It reinforces the CFD calculation which shows that there is not cavitation in the
1/2-scale model.

The calculation by the analytical vortex model may not yield a decisive conclusion for
the occurrence of cavitation, because of the uncertainty in eddy viscosity and the
simplicity of the model.
The rough estimation of the pressure drop along the reverse flow, however, also shows
that the pressure at the center of the chamber is sufficiently larger than the vapor
pressure, and reinforces that there is no cavitation in the vortex chamber for small flow
injection.
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Appendix-K
Details of Comparison Error for Large Flow
Figure K-1 shows comparison error between test data and CFD results for large flow.
Almost CFD results are within the range of instrumental uncertainty of test data. Then,
model tuning is not necessary.
In figure K-1, one point in seven points is beyond the limits of 2σ, of test result.The
probability that one point in seven points is beyond the limits of 2σ of test result can be
calculated by the following expressions.
The probability that the CFD result is within the limits of 2σ of test result

：95.45%

The probability that the CFD result is beyond the limits of 2σ of test result ：4.55%
The probability that one point in seven points is beyond the limits of 2σ of test results
= (0.9545)6 x (1-0.9545) x 7
=0.241
The probability that one point in seven points is beyond the limits of 2σ is about 24%.
The conclusion here is that due to the limited number of sample points, this outlier is
determined not to be statically significant.
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Figure K-1 Overlapping between Test Results and
Calculation Results for Flow Rate Coefficient
(Large Flow Condition)
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